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《Forward》English Instruction

1.Game UI

Game time left

Game mode

Number of Coins inserted

Characters to avoid

Ticket bonus

River

High-speed train

Crocodile (plate)

Twisted Eggs awarded

Number of Tickets awarded

Safe area

Dangerous area

Character of Player
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2. Game Specs and Features

1. 3D engine production, elegant picture, dynamic and motional.

2. Simple gameplay.

3. Player can restart immediately where he/she was killed, when game is over, which can increase

player’s addiction.

4. Player can be awarded tickets and twisted-eggs as bonus.

5. Sophisticated odd system helps to increase turnover rapidly.

6. Double-player mode permits player’s interaction with their friends.

7. Continue Mode attracts player to keep inserting coins to continue playing.

3. Gameplay

1. Insert coins, press “Switch” key to select mode of “Single Player” or “Double Players”, press

“Forward” key to confirm.

2. Press “Switch” key to select character and press “Forward” key to confirm. Different characters

own different speed and power.
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3. After entering the game, press “Forward” key to move forward. Please mind the cars and

animals on the road.

4. Jump on the crocodile when crossing the river or player will fall down into the river.
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5. If player was hit by cars or animals, or fall down into the river, game can restart where he/she

was killed.

6. Player can pick up bonus of tickets or twisted eggs. The faster player moves, the more bonus

available.
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7. Player will have 10 seconds to insert coins and continue playing when time’s up. If player fails

to continue, game is over.

8. When game is over, player can be awarded bonus of tickets or twisted eggs.
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4. Character introduction

Character
Moving

speed

Time of falling after

death
Hit down obstacles? Personality Setting

Apple-BoBo Fast Slow (5 seconds) Negative Calm, Confident, Smart

Pineapple-Jack Medium Medium (4 seconds)
Hit down small

obstacles

Impulsive ,Rash,

Grumpy, Brave

Watermelon-Meng Meng Slow Fast (3 seconds) Hit down obstacles? Kind, Weak, soft
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5. Scene Introduction

Forrest City

6. Background Instruction

【Main page】

1.Game Setting: Set up game language, number of insert-coins, game time and other functions.

2.Revenue data: check the cost, tickets dispensed and playtime.
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3.Hardware test: check whether the input and output of the hardware are normal.

4.Updating of the game: insert the U-disk provided by the manufacturers so as to upgrade it to

the latest version.

5.Exit: hold this adjustment and exit from the background.

【Settings of the game】

1.Language choice 语言选择 (中文/ English): set the game screen and the language used by the

background operation.

2.For free (on/off): go directly to the game without paying or begin the game after putting a coin

in it.

3.Coins per round (2-9): the amount of the coins determines how many times you can start a

game.

4.Game time(30-60seconds): set up limited time for gameplay.

5.Number of Tickets-Out/coin(25/30/35/40/45): Set up number of tickets(or Twisted Egg of

same value) out to player per coin.( Ref. of Twisted Egg: 1 Twisted Egg=40 tickets.)

6.Function of Twisted Egg (ON/OFF)：Setting of twisted eggs delivery. Eggs will be delivered

when ON or tickets out only when OFF.

7.Standby music (on/off): whether music is played when the title and standby picture are played.

8.Volume of the game (0-9): music in the game and its volume.

9.Save the game cost (on/off): whether the game cost is saved after shutdown or outage.

10.Icon of the company (visible/ invisible): whether the Icon of the manufacturing company is

visible in standby mode.

11.Default setting (for sure): all options in the background will recover to the factory settings.

12.Get back to the main page (for sure): get back to the main page in the background.

【Revenue data】
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1.Next page (for sure): enter the next page.

2.Clearance of the data (for sure): clear all the data, unrecoverable.

3.Clear the missing tickets (for sure): clear the hint of the missing tickets.

4.100 tickets of free gift (Confirm): Cautious operation! Every press of this option will increase

100 tickets (or twisted eggs as same value) to grand to the players as free gift! This function is

normally used on spot promotion.

5.Get back (for sure): get back to the main page in the background.

【Hardware test】


